The hypothesis of the charge structures matter serves as the basis for defining the inner energies of "rest" an electron:
Factors of randomness and periodicity in the radioactivity phenomenon are explained. The ethereal concept of the antiparticles origin is proposed.
Introduction to the Philosophy of Objective Dualism
The classical physics stands on the ideological concept of objectivity of nature existing independently of natural sciences. Modern quantum theory uses mainly the concepts of classical physics but subjectively in theory, it endows the object with a dual nature. The subjective dualism gives priority to the subject who develops the theory describing the object behaviour, arbitrarily. The subjective dualism logic rejects the objectivity of the Universe deductible from the "Big Bang" theory. The objective dualism sees the reason of materiality in the objective phenomena of the interaction of the two polarities of electric charges, connected into structures that exist in two forms of motion. There is nothing in the world except electric charges, but the single loose charge can't be imagined. The electric forces fasten the elementary charges in structures objectively. The electron inertness or the mass of "rest" is a consequence of a stable process of charge structure rotation. The structural concept allows understanding then electron is bonded, answering the question Richard Feynman [1] .
The subjective dualism of wave-corpuscular theory mixes the objective entities. The physics of objective dualism provides an understanding of the material nature of the aether, which is used to be the base of natural sciences before beginning of the 20th century [2] [3] . The subjective formalism of a relativity theory abolished the space ether whose place was taken by a physical vacuum. "The word 'aether' has gained a very negative connotation in the theoretical physics due to its previous association with the opposition to the relativity theory. We do not speak about aether, because it's a taboo" [4] . Ignoring of the fact of existence of the physical environment transferring light results in need to prove existence not only aether, but also the Universe that it obviously goes beyond competence of a mathematical formalism. The physicists who ostracised the notion of aether (A.
Einstein, N. Bohr etc.), attempted to explain the nature of the "physical vacuum" [5] . Suspecting that the theory is incomplete, David Bohm thought that particles "similar to electrons" constitute the reality at sub-quantum level [6] . Bohm described the hypothetical field with a quantum potential distributed on all space.
The hypothesis of the quantum potential worked in a continuous medium to explain the field connection and behavior of the parts. The matter did not reach to radical revision of the theory and consideration of the environment as structures from discrete elementary electric charges-"similar to electrons".
Many philosophers and physicists who understood that the "mainstream" course taken by physics was wrong wrote that "radical revision of relativity and quantum theories are necessary not somehow adapting present theories, but radically revising their logical and philosophical base" [7] . "One could now put forward solid arguments in favour of postulating aether" [8] . "Einstein's relativity theory does no longer explain all the problems regarding elementary particles and we should look for new ways of development" [9] .
The Electron Structure
The electron is considered the carrier of the only elementary charge. A possibility of its existence as the stable, free particle having the energy of "rest" it is impossible to explain in the absence of the structure keeping the single electric charge [1] . The explanation can be found, if to considerate an electron as the charge structure in which the structural balance of forces is maintained. Plank constant ( The structure acquires inertness and external freedom when the charges interaction energy is enough to start the electron spinning. The inertia or mass of the "rest" is the external manifestation of the internal energy of charges interaction inside the structure. Due to the internal dynamics the electron becomes an inert particle characterised by three degrees of freedom [11] . We can get Formula (1), characterizing the rotation of the charges structure, as the ratio of turnaround time: 2π e e T R с = to the area a thin disk, localizing the process of rotation:
, multiplied by the transition constant: α/2π [12] . Electron is a "trap" which catches the electric charges when they come too close. Describing the stationary process of charge structure rotation with the speed of light we define the time density on the electron shell. The mass of "rest" of an electron is the quantum of inertness generated by electric forces. We define М е as the space-time unity or time density on the electron shell. By replacing the right part in Formula (1) with a constant: 10/α = 1370, we can estimate the speed of the electron shell pulsations: 
The Charge Structures of Aether
The fundament of the structural hierarchy of the material world is the energy and the information potential the aether. It is neither emptiness nor a physical vacuum but a continuous network made of discrete elementary electric charges that carries the light and also is the source of the background radiation called relict. In the aether network every charge is exposed to the forces of attraction and repulsion front and back, right and left, their action being balanced. The aether charges form a cubic structure similar to that of the silver halide photo emulsion, the difference being that the lattice nodes contain electric charges instead ions.
Neutrino is an elementary structure consisting of a pair of charges that participates in energy and charges exchange reactions between inertial matter structures and the aether. Neutrinos are not registered practically as a free particles flow with the energy received at birth. However, we know the value of the neutrino oscillations energy maximum: Е n ≤ 0.28 eV [13] , which characterises the process of charges interaction in the ether structure. The charge pair or neutrino does not possess freedom in the ether structure. The relation between the "rest" energy of the electron possessing three levels of freedom and of the neutrino which has no freedom within ether structure is expressed through the structural constant:
. The ether concept allows to estimate the "rest" energy of the unfree neutrino: , where V-volume.
The ether background radiation is generated by acceleration and deceleration of the oscillating charges. In the cosmic ether the spectre of the background or "relict" radiation comes to maximum at frequency: 
Proton and Neutron
Particles of substance acquire external inertia, thanks to the inner intensive dy- oped the quantum theory. He thought that "one can hardly move forward in the modern atomic physics without knowledge in Greek philosophy" [9] .
The priority "strong" form of the interaction energy is made up rotation that does not exclude influence on the nuclide stability of the "weak" oscillation form liming the lifetime of structure. The dynamic stability of the charge nuclear structure depends on the balance of the electric interaction forces. The unstable neutron structure consisting of eight charges should have a cube shape that can balance the attraction and repulsion forces. The known data [15] confirms this idea. The dynamic instability of the neutron structure is explained by lack of a permanent centre or axis of rotation. The free neutron is known to decay, relatively fast, into a proton, an electron and an antineutrino. The "rest" energy of the neutron that exceeds by 1.3 MeV the internal energy of the proton procures the energy balance of the reaction. The emergence of the antineutrino means that two charges undergo a transition from the aether into the electron structure to keep the charge balance.
The weak interaction theory that tried to explain the neutron decay has found irregularities of the time invariance of the neutron-antineutron oscillations-a phenomenon which arises from subjectivity of the wave-corpuscle dualism that sees no principal difference between the inert particles and the aether waves. The neutron structure theory has received the Nobel Prize in physics allowing us to know the following: the neutron consists of a heavy core bearing 35% of the "elementary" positive charge and two virtual shells, one of them carrying 50% of the negative electric charge and the other 15% of the positive charge [16] . This theory has allowed splitting an elementary, i.e. indivisible charge on parts, basing on the speculative interpretation of experimental data.
The Nuclide and Radionuclide Structures
Protons and neutrons are regarded as the construction material for the atomic nuclei, in their structure they lose the individuality and are called nucleons. In Into the inner nuclear energy makes the contribution the "weak" oscillations influencing on stability of a nuclide, causing in the unstable positions breaking the bonds that fasten nuclear structure. It must be note that nuclide stability is a relatively rare phenomenon. Today we know 300 stable nuclides and more than 3000 unstable radionuclides with charge structure that does not provide a perfect balance of the interaction forces. In this case the dynamics of the substructures rotation cycles in radionuclides with a certain period leads to critical states when the structure stability depends from weak oscillations. This hypothesis qualitatively explains the factors of randomness and cyclicity that characterize the processes of radionuclide decay. Also note that the existing theories of strong and weak interactions do not provide a qualitative explanation of internal nuclear processes that lead to decay of the unstable charge structures and do not offer a method estimation of the half decay period.
The superfluous charge density in the nucleus is considered a factor of radionuclide instability. The density limit that divides the stable and the unstable 
The Ether Origin of Antiparticles
The electron is formed of the aether charges if their oscillation frequency exceeds value: 
Conclusions
The hypothesis of the charge structures of aether and substance served as the ba- The electron "rest" energy and mass are result from the rotation of the charge structure consisting of two negative charges and one positive. The idea of the freedom levels of the elementary charge structures serves as the basis for establishing the relations between the "rest" energies of neutrino, electron and proton. The inertness is an external manifestation of rotation processes induced by the inner interaction of the electric charges. The total inertness is determined by the total action of the internal and external forces in the structures hierarchy.
The electron mass of "rest" is defined in the quantum units: The charge structures concept offers a basis for explanation of the antiparticles origin validated by checking of the save charges law in the exchange reactions between aether and particles.
